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Imagine what it would be like living in only 100 square feet of space. Many people are embracing

the simple life by downsizing their homes and possessions for more mindful lifestyle. The Tiny

Houses wall calendar features clever and creative homes that fit the dream of less-is-more.  The

perfect gift for those yearning to simplify their lives. A year of creative tiny homes on your wall.

Frameable artbook-quality printing. Printed on FSCÂ® Certified Mixed Source Paper with soy-based

inks. Published by Amber Lotus, an independent carbon-negative US company that has planted

more than half a million trees since 2008. This calendar features US and Canadian legal holidays,

phases of the moon, and important observances of the world's major religions.  Whether it's an 80

sq. ft. eco-capsule in an open meadow, a tiny cabin on a rock in the middle of a river, or an urban

architectural wonder with a footprint of just 474 sq. ft., these tiny houses make a big statement

about sustainable living. With a wide and popular appeal, the Tiny House movement is an exciting

trend popping up all over the world. Through innovative designs and human ingenuity, the term tiny

houses has evolved to encompass an exciting array of small dwelling types â€” yurts, cabins, tree

houses, and even converted buses and shipping containers, to name a few examples â€” all with the

emphasis of lowering our carbon footprint and embracing a simpler, more planet-friendly way of life.
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Design

Well, they are tiny houses, but several of them are too modern for my taste. I thought they'd all be

like the cover photo, wacky little dream houses perched precariously on tiny islands or in other



photogenic, out of the way places. One of the houses seems to be an invisible cube suspended

over nothingness, and the pointy house teetering over its car is going to make me nervous for the

entire month of May.

This is a great wall calendar that includes a lot of the less well-known holidays in American culture,

like Pagan/Wiccan, Hindu, Islamic, and Buddhist ones. Even eclipes, Mercury retrogrades, and

"Random Acts of Kindness Week" are included. Phases of the moon, including their exact times, is

also information that this calendar provides. The recycled paper still has a professionally glossy feel

that, in practical terms, provides a little sturdiness and protection if you hang this calendar in a

high-traffic area like the kitchen. Each month's photograph is accompanied by information about

where it is located and in most cases, who designed it- so if you like, you can use the internet to

explore tiny house sellers like Nice Architects and Tumbleweed Tiny House Company. I've bought

Amber Lotus calendars before and been quite satisfied with them, but this is my favorite one yet.

The very tiniest girl in our family, who takes up the tiniest amount of space and has the tiniest room

and wears the tiniest clothes, thought this calendar looked interesting. So she put the calendar on

her tiny wall in her tiny room.It's amazing how much noise comes out of the tiny girl but, you know.

Terrific pictures, sturdy paper, large enough squares to write daily notes. Shipped fast and

packaged well so the calendar was not bent. Looks wonderful on the wall.Highly recommend.

Love the pictures, wonderful, unusual calendar.

I wish this had more pictures or more information about the houses but other than that I really like it.

Interesing calendar

Buy all of our calendar's from  because of all the choices. The quality and size are just what you

would expect when buying a good calendar. Last year was outhouses this year Tiny houses both

are keepers.
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